It is proved that a connected complete separable ANR Z that satisfies the discrete n-cells property admits dense embeddings of every «-dimensional o-compact, nowhere locally compact metric space X(n e N U {0, oo}). More generally, the collection of dense embeddings forms a dense Gs-subset of the collection of dense maps of X into Z. In particular, the collection of dense embeddings of an arbitrary o-compact, nowhere locally compact metric space into Hubert space forms such a dense Cs-subset. This generalizes and extends a result of Curtis [Cu,]. 0. Introduction. In [Cu,], D. W. Curtis constructs dense embeddings of a-compact, nowhere locally compact metric spaces into the separable Hilbert space l2. In this paper, we extend and generalize this result in two distinct ways: first, we show that any dense map of a a-compact, nowhere locally compact space into Hilbert space is strongly approximable by dense embeddings, and second, we extend this result to finite-dimensional analogs of Hilbert space. Specifically, we prove Theorem. Let Z be a complete separable ANR that satisfies the discrete n-cells property for some w e ÍV U {0, oo} and let X be a o-compact, nowhere locally compact metric space of dimension at most n. Then for every map f: X -» Z such that f(X) is dense in Z and for every open cover <% of Z, there exists an embedding g: X -> Z such that g(X) is dense in Z and g is °U-close to f.
0. Introduction. In [Cu,] , D. W. Curtis constructs dense embeddings of a-compact, nowhere locally compact metric spaces into the separable Hilbert space l2. In this paper, we extend and generalize this result in two distinct ways: first, we show that any dense map of a a-compact, nowhere locally compact space into Hilbert space is strongly approximable by dense embeddings, and second, we extend this result to finite-dimensional analogs of Hilbert space. Specifically, we prove Theorem. Let Z be a complete separable ANR that satisfies the discrete n-cells property for some w e ÍV U {0, oo} and let X be a o-compact, nowhere locally compact metric space of dimension at most n. Then for every map f: X -» Z such that f(X) is dense in Z and for every open cover <% of Z, there exists an embedding g: X -> Z such that g(X) is dense in Z and g is °U-close to f.
We actually prove a slightly stronger version of the Theorem. We prove that the collection of dense embeddings of X into Z forms a dense C7s-subset of the collection of dense maps of X into Z topologized by the limitation topology.
Corollary.
Let n and Z be as in the Theorem with the added assumption that Z is connected. Then Z admits a dense embedding of every a-compact, nowhere locally compact metric space X of dimension at most n.
Proof. It suffices to show that there is at least one map X -> Z whose image is dense in Z. Let R denote the following subset of the plane: R = ([l,oo) X(0}) U(N X[0, oo)).
R is a separable AR and since X is noncompact, there is a map of X onto a dense subset of R. (Let {x,} be a countable closed discrete subset of X and {/-,.} a countable dense subset of R and extend/: {x,} -» {/•,} defined by/(x;) = r¡ to all of X.) Hence, it suffices to show that there is a map of R onto a dense subset of Z. Let <&■= {£4}"=1 be a countable open cover of Z such that ^-close maps are homotopic. Since Z is a connected ANR, hence path-connected, there is a map g: R -» Z such that g({«} X [0, oo)) = g((«,0)) g f/". For each « g TV, let {z(w, j)}" ! be a countable dense subset of Un and define «on/v' = ([l,oo)X{0})U(JVX./V) by h = g on [1, oo) X {0} and «((«, ')) = z(n, 0-Then h is continuous and ^-close to g\R', hence « is homotopic to g\R'. Since g|/?' extends to a map defined on R, the Homotopy Extension Theorem guarantees that h extends to a map defined on R that necessarily has dense image in Z.
Curtis' result is recovered from the Corollary by recalling that the separable Hilbert space l2 is a complete AR that satisfies the discrete approximation property (= discrete oo-cells property).
Our basic approach to the proof of the Theorem is to use the function space techniques employed by H. Torunczyk in [To,] and especially [To2] (the primary reference for these techniques is §1 of [To2]). §1 of this paper introduces definitions and basic concepts. In particular, we define the discrete cells properties and state the function space results that we need for the proof of the Theorem. §2 contains a proof of the Theorem and §3 discusses some open questions.
In the proof of the Theorem in §2, we use the fact that if Z is a complete separable ANR that satisfies the discrete «-cells property, then any map of an n-dimensional space X into Z is arbitrarily close to an embedding, with closeness measured by open covers of Z. This result and its proof are very similar to certain results and their corresponding proofs that Torunczyk presents in [To2] (see Lemmas 3.6-3.8 of [To2]); however, the results of [To2] do not quite provide a proof for this result. Presumably, this result is known to Torunczyk and to others in this field, but the author could not find them in the literature. For this reason, we include an Appendix that contains a proof of a slightly more general version of this result.
Terminology and notation. All spaces are assumed to be separable and metrizable and maps are continuous functions. If K is an abstract simplicial complex, then K(n) denotes its «-skeleton and \K\ its standard geometric realization equipped with the metric topology [Hu] . N denotes the collection of positive integers.
1. Preliminaries. A collection 3) of subsets of a space Z is discrete in Z provided every point in Z has a neighborhood that meets at most one member of £¿. A space Z satisfies the discrete n-cells property for some n e N U {0, oo} if, for each map/: ©"1/" -* Z of the countable free union of «-cells into Z (oo-cell = Hilbert cube) and each open cover <35fof Z, there exists a map g: @X=.I" -* Z such that/and g arê -close and {g{I")}f=i is discrete in Z. The separable Hilbert space l2 satisfies the discrete oo-cells property, usually referred to as the discrete approximation property [To2] , and the author has constructed for each « e iV U {0}, examples of complete (« + l)-dimensional AR's that satisfy the discrete «-cells property [Bo,] . For further results about discrete cells properties, see [To2, ACM, Cu2, Bo, , Bo2] .
For spaces X and Z, C(X, Z) denotes the set of all maps from X to Z equipped with the limitation topology [To2] in which each/ g C(X, Z) has {B(f, <%)\<%ïs an open cover of Z} as a basis of open neighborhoods where 5(/,t)={ge C(X, Z)\g is ^-close to/}. If Z is metrizable, the limitation topology on C(X, Z) coincides with the topology of uniform convergence with respect to all metrics for Z. D(X, Z) denotes the subspace of C(X, Z) that consists of all maps/in C(X, Z) with dense image in Z. Emb(X, Z) denotes the subspace of C(X, Z) that consists of all embeddings. The following lemma is proved in the Appendix at the end of this paper (see discussion in the Introduction). Lemma 1.1. If X is a separable metric space of dimension at most « and Z is a complete separable ANR that satisfies the discrete n-cells property for some « G N U {0, oo}, then Emb( A', Z) is dense in C(X, Z). 2. Dense embeddings of a-compact, nowhere locally compact spaces. Throughout this section, X denotes a a-compact, nowhere locally compact metric space and d denotes a fixed bounded metric on the space Z. As in [Cu,] , since X is a-compact, there exists a countable collection P = {(Kn, Cn)}^_, of pairs of nonempty, disjoint closed subsets of X such that (i) each Kn is compact, (ii) for any neighborhood U of a point x, there is an n G N such that x g Kn c X -C"czU, '
(iii) for any pair x, v of distinct points in X, there is an « g N such that x g Kn and v g C".
(Construction [Cu,] . Let {#,} be a countable open base for X and write X = U°11A',, each X¡ compact. Obtain P by considering pairs (X¡ n C\xBj, X -Bk), where Cly.B, c Bk.)
For n G N, define Un by
Each Un is open in C(X, Z) and Emb(X, Z) = fl£=,£/".
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is left to the reader. Use (ii) to show that/-1: f(X)-* X is continuous for each/ g C\™=XU". See [Cu,] . We claim that g g Uk, that is, we claim that g(Kk)n [Clzg(Ck)\ = 0. Indeed, suppose that {c;} c Ck is a sequence and g(c,) -» r for some z g Z. If infinitely many/(c;) belong to Z -IV, then for infinitely many i, g(c¡) g st(Z -W, 38) and (*) implies that z £ st(f(Kk), 38). But g(Kk) cz st(f(Kk), 38), so z G g(Kk). Assume then that /(c,) g ^ for all ; and suppose that z = g(x) for some x g ATA,.
Then g(c,-) -» g(x) and since {c,} U {x} cz f~l(W) and g is an embedding on f~l(W),c¡ -* x. This contradicts the fact that Ck is closed in X and Kk O Ck = 0.
We have yet to invoke the nowhere local compactness of X. We wish to adjust g to obtain a map h close to g that remains in Uk and has dense image in Z. Since g = / on/_1(Z -If) and/has dense image in Z, Z -W cz Clzg(X). Since y~h locally finite and f(Kk) is compact, st( f(Kk), "T) = Vx U V2 U ■ ■ ■ U Vr for some ^ g y, /' = 1,.. .,/•, some r cz N. For each í = l,...,r, choose B, g 38 such that 5, n Vtn f(Kk) =t= 0. Then g-1(st(.B;, á?)) n Kk^= 0 and since Q is closed, ATA is compact, and A' is nowhere locally compact, g~l{st(Bj, 38)) -(Kk U Q.) is a nonempty open subset of X. Thus, for each i = 1,... ,r, we may choose a closed discrete countable subset D, = {x(i, j)}JLx of A such that D, c g-^st^,, 38)) -(Kk U Q) and we may assume that {Di}ri=x is a pairwise disjoint collection. Since st(5,, 38) n (Z -W) = 0 (by (*)) and f~\Z -W)cz g~\Z -W), D, C\f~\Z-W) = 0 for each i = l,...,r. For each i = l,...,r, let {z(/, j)}fLx be a countable dense subset of Vi and define a map h: D ^ Z where Z» = f'\Z -W) U ATA U Q. U/),U • • ■ U Z>r by h = g on f~\Z -W)U Kk U Q and h(x(i, j)) = z(/, 7) for all x(i, j) g Dx U ■ ■ ■ U Dr. Then « is well defined and continuous and st2helóse to g\D and therefore, h is ^-homotopic to g\D. Since g extends to X, the Homotopy Extension Theorem implies that h extends to a map h: X -» Z that is ^-close to g. Since h(Kk) = g(Kk) and h(Ck) = g(Ck), h g Uk. Since «(Z),) is dense in Vt and W cz Ur_xV¡, h has dense image in Z. Therefore, we have found a map h in Uk n D(X, Z) that is st ^-close to /and this implies that Uk n DÍA', Z) is dense in D(X, Z).
3. Final remarks. The obvious necessary conditions for a metric space to be densely embeddable in Hilbert space are separability and nowhere local compactness and it remains an open question whether these conditions are sufficient [Cu,] .
Question A. If AT is a nowhere locally compact separable metric space, does X admit a dense embedding into Iff Question B. If A is a nowhere locally compact separable metric space of dimension at most n and Z is a connected complete separable ANR that satisfies the discrete «-cells property for some « g JV u {0, oo}, does X admit a dense embedding into Z?
Ad hoc methods provide an affirmative answer to Question B whenever « = 0. Indeed, if À" is a 0-dimensional compactification of X [HW] , then X -X is dense in X and X c X -D for some countable dense subset D of X. The classical Alexandroff-Urysohn characterization of the irrationals P [AU] as the unique 0-dimensional complete, nowhere locally compact space applies to show that X -D is homeomorphic to P. Thus, it suffices to show that P admits a dense embedding into Z. Let E cz P and F c Z be countable dense subsets and let «: E -> F be a homeomorphism. Then « extends to a homeomorphism « * of E * onto F* where E * and F* are GÄ-subsets of P and Z, respectively [La, Wi, Theorem 24.9] . The Alexandroff-Urysohn characterization applies then to the topologically complete nowhere locally compact space F*. Thus «" is an embedding of F* ~ P into Z and, since h m( E ") z) F, « * is a dense embedding.
Notice that we never use the discrete 0-cells property nor the fact that Z is an ANR in the discussion above. Hence, every complete separable space with no isolated points admits dense embeddings of nowhere locally compact, separable metric spaces of dimension zero.
Appendix. Dense Gs-subsets of C(X, Z). Recall that C(X, Z) denotes the space of maps X -* Z equipped with the limitation topology and Emb( A, Z) is the subspace of C(X, Z) that consists of all embeddings of X into Z. Denote the subspace of C( X, Z) that consists of all closed embeddings by Emb( A1, Z).
Theorem. Let X be a separable metric space of dimension at most « and let Z be a complete separable ANR that satisfies the discrete n-cells property for some « G N U {0, oo}. Then (1) Emb(X, Z) contains a dense Gs-subset of C(X, Z), (2) if X is complete, Emb(X, Z) is a dense Gs-subset of C(X, Z), (3) if X is a-compact, Em^A", Z) is a dense Gs-subset of C(X, Z).
For the proof of the Theorem we need some preliminary definitions and lemmas. Given a cover <W of A, a map /: X -» Z is a <%-map if there is a cover i^of Z with /"\y) refining^. It is well known that there are star-finite refinements of °U and that there are refinements of ^of order less than or equal to « [Pe] ; however, the author could find no reference for the fact that one can obtain a refinement of W that is simultaneously star-finite and of order not exceeding «. Therefore, we include a proof of Lemma B.
Proof of Lemma B. there is an open refinement 38 of j/of order less than or equal to n [Pe, Theorem 4.3] . For each /' g N, let 38\ be a minimal finite subcollection of 36 that covers Yi+1 -Y¡ and let y= UfL^.
Clearly Vis an open cover of Y refining #; thus, *"*-[V n X\ V g y} is an open refinement of <%. y has order less than or equal to « since SS (and therefore V ) does and the reader may use the special properties of j^to show that "f is star-fini te.
The following lemma and its proof are very similar to Lemma 3.6 of [To2] and its proof.
Lemma C. Let K be a locally finite n-dimensional (n cz N) complex with at most countably many vertices and let Z be a complete separable ANR that satisfies the discrete n-cells property. Let <W be the open cover of \K\ by open stars of vertices of K. Then the collection of ¿It-maps \K\ -* Z is dense in C(\K\, Z) and Emb(|A^|, Z) is a dense Gs-subset o/C(|A^|, Z).
Proof. If dim K = 0, then the result follows from the discrete 0-cells property for Z. Suppose that dim K = n and the lemma is proved for complexes of dimension n -1. Let /: |A"| -* Z be a map and let ^be an open cover of Z. Since Z is an ANR, the inductive assumption allows us to assume that/| |AT<n_1>| is a "^-rnap. Let Choose a cover T^of Z refining #~such that if g: \K\ -» Z is #^close to/, then g|F is a <2C-map. Let {C0|a g K(n)} be a cover of \K\ -P, discrete in \K\, such that C0 ~ I" and C" c Int a for each a g A*" ' [To2, 3.5] . Since Z is an ANR and satisfies the discrete «-cells property, there is a map g: \K\ -» Z that is ^close to/ for which {g(C0)|a g AT(")} is discrete. Since Z satisfies the discrete «-cells property, every compact subset of Z is a Z"-set in Z; thus, since g(P) is a-compact, g(P) is a a-Z"-set in the complete ANR Z. Therefore, we may assume that for each a g K(n\ (*) g(Cj Dg(F-Int a) = 0.
Our claim is that g is a ^-map. Since g is ^close to/, g|F is a ^-map. Since ^is a cover of |Ä"| by relatively compact sets (recall that K is locally finite) and g|F is â -map, g|F is a closed map (in fact, proper). Therefore, g(P -Int a) is closed in Z for all a g K("\ If z g g(C") for some a g A"*"1, let j4, be a neighborhood of z such that A', misses g(CT) for every t g A<n> -{a} and let 42 = A', -g(P -Int a). Then A, is a neighborhood of z since (*) holds and g(P -Int a) is closed. We have g-\Az)cz Into c Su» g ^forüG a<0). If z G Z-U{g(Ca)|a eí1"1) let Az be a neighborhood of z such that A, misses g(Ca) for all a cz A"'"1 and (g\P)~l (A,) c £/ for some U g ^. Then g'^j/) refines ^ for j?/ = {Az\z cz Z). Therefore g is â -map and the collection of ^-maps \K\ -» Z is dense in C(|A*|, Z). Now let ¿ be a complete metric on \K \ and, for each « e ¿V, choose a triangulation 
